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1.

Diminution of the Individual

Immediately beyond the visitors screening room at the
D. C. Jail one is ushered into a room which appears to be
50 feet in diameter and 65 feet in height, although the
impact upon me was of a much larger room, particularly a
room whose height was endless.

Without tilting one's head

the ceiling could not be seen, merely walls extending upward
into infinity.

In this setting privileged inmates converse

with their visitors, hands on top of tables, tables row on
row.

This setting, the only one in the jail providing an

ever so little contact with a familiar outside world, essentially
says to the inmate:

"You are small and insignificant, a uniform

component of an overpow'ering authority".
Significant identity is further removed by the imposed
uniformity of clothing.

2.

Stimulus Deprivation

opposite the southwest bank of cells (I am assuming
the main entry of the jail faces south) and across an open

..

space above the dining area there are several very tall windows .
No inmate has any access to these windows, nor are there any
windows in the cells themselves.

The small panes in these

windows are of glazed glass permitting no vision of the outside
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world.

I

Not only is there not the slightest glimpse of the

~
:.,"

outside world during the majority of time spent confined
to cells or cell blocks, but the very fact of this visual
separation from the outside world carries a message to the
inmate, "You are no longer a part of society".
According to the inmates they spend 22 hours a day in
their cells.

Three 20 minute periods are provided for meals,

and an hour for outside recreation -- provided the weather is
good.

In general there are two inmates per cell of 56 square

feet, or 28 sq ft. per person.

It might be noted that in the

maintaining of dogs for medical research the criterion of 36
sq. ft. per dog is now generally met -- with considerable legal
-'

persuasion to maintain this standard.

So we start off with a

situation in \vhich man is treated less than a dog with regard
to his spatial requirements.

Confinement within so small and

barren a space not only diminishes the number and diversity of
stimuli experienced, it also precludes the completion of
behavioral states involving movement from one place to another.
In fact the space outside the bunks is so small that the two
inmates cannot get out of touching distance of each other.

In

essence, privacy is totally destroyed since each inmate's

..

minimum personal space is continuously encroached by the other
one.

Outside the tiers of cells, on the first level, a battered
book case held a pitiful collection of three or four dozen
books.

Most of the shelves were entirely empty, and the

~
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entirety gave the impression of being the final residue of
several episodes of rejection and elimination by some outside
source.

The fare here hardly elicited any sampling.

Mostly,

the inmates complained about not having access to newspapers
or

mag~zines

of their choice.

This simplification of the

conceptual space in which inmates live, probably has far more
damaging repercussions than the constriction and stereotyping
of their physical space.

3.

Stimulus Overload

In the northeast dormitory, housing some 150 inmates,
conversation with the inmates proved extremely difficult due
to a combination of competing sources.

An overhead radio

speaker in the center of the dormitory blared so loudly as
to make conversation difficult even in the adjoining barren
recreation room.
back.

In this recreation room a T. V. set blared

Although I am here concerned solely with the question

of stimulus overload, inmates informed me that they could
exercise no control over volume or program of either radio
or T. V.

Small groups attempting to converse above the

radio-T.V. din added to the total and persisting roar.
and probably more serious stimulus overload,
this dormitory setting.

proba~ly

Another,
characterized

One of the basic animal and human needs

is for gratification from social interaction, and this gratification
can be optimized most readily in the context of small social groups,

I
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well organized and having integrity over considerable
spans of time.

Where the individual must seek satisfaction

of this need in the context of large groups, optimization of
gratification from social intercourse can only be obtained
by resorting to the recourse of reducing the intensity and
duration of interaction with others.

That is to say, the

large number of individuals with whom any individual must
react represents a stimulus overload.

4.

Delimitation of Choice in Patterning of Behavior

As we were leaving the jail we had to pass through the
visitor's reception room.

At that moment a mother and a wife

of an inmate were being told that they could not see this
inmate, who was the son and husband respectively.

Apparently

some acquaintances of the inmate had come to visit him earlier
in the week and used up the weekly allotted two half-hour
periods.

Perhaps this inmate might have preferred these friends

over his wife and mother.

However, not knowing that they might

be able to come to see him during a given week, and being
desirous of renewing any possible outside contacts, one might
well expect that an inmate would agree to see any visitors who
happened by earlier in the week.

•

Inmates in both the cell blocks and in the dormitory told
me that they would be subjected to retribution if they engaged
in any type of organization designed to formulate and present
to the jail authorities any representation of their viewpoints.

B~

The above mentioned apparent lack of control by inmates
of volume or program on radio or T. V. is another instance
in this general category.

5.

Inadequate (use of jail) Resources

According to inmates in the cell block area they
are confined to their cells for 22 hours each day.

If

weather is good, they are permitted in one of the out-of-doors
areas for less than an hour.

The remaining time out of cells

is taken up by three 20-minute eating episodes in the large
dining room area below the banks of cells.

Th~s

though used sequentially by the several tiers of

dining area,

.
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lnma~es,

still receives less than 6 hours total use each day.

It

seems strange that this large area so close to the cells
could not be used for ten to fifteen hours each day in some
optional manner to enrich the lives of the inmates.
The exercise grounds outside exhibit similar lack of
use.

On each side of the jail there are three large fenced

areas.

The center one of these, the one which lies between

two wings of the jail, is the only one which receives any
freq~ent

use.

Here the ground (it looks more like cinders)

is barren of any grass from the use it receives.

-This area,

the smaller of the three, in being hemmed in by the walls of
the jail buildings on three sides, certainly more forcefully
carries the message of incarceration and being more cut off
from the world.

The larger recreation area adjoining the

back side of the jail gives relatively little signs of
usage.

The fact that only near the door from the jail

is the grass worn thin or bare, while over most of the
yard the grass is several inches high, indicates that
very ineffective usage of this space is made.

Then,

finally, there is the large enclosed area in front of
the jail.

It is landscaped and gardened.

Inmates never

go in it.

In fact they only see it upon entering and

leaving the jail.

6.

A Minimal, Physiological Definition of Man

The jail everywhere reeks with an antiseptic
at least used to wash down the floors.

This odor reflects

acceptance of good hygiene and health as basic requirements
for housing -- thus a basic right of the individual.

Although

I think I would have preferred sanitation without the symbolic
stench of certain antiseptics,

nevertheless the inmates

appeared on the surface to be quite healthy.

Such hygiene and

health still form only a part of a physiological definition of
man.

Further indications that jail authorities view inmates

prima~ily
-

.

from a physiological point of view is reflected in

the great attention given to the preparation of meals, which
appeared to be both palatably presented and nutritionally
balanced.

Obviously biomedical research has exerted influence

on jail authorities to the extent that an inmate would immediately
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assume that he was being subjected to cruel and unusual
punishment were he not provided with circumstances insuring
good health and adequate nutrition.
with equal strength biomedical r2search has provided
understandings about man on the neurophysiological, behavioral,
psychological and social levels.

Largely these understandings

appear to be ignored in the D. C. jail situation.

It is for

the purpose of calling attention to some of the more complicated
variables which must be considered in any definition of man, in
or out of jail, that I have brought together the accompanying
sections on the consequences of confinement on animals and man.
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